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In Americans forest.... The Electric Windmill Car is suppressed 
In Gravity forest... Greg getting gravity control is deafening to Generals 
In GE's forest... Generals pour gasoline over the troops and masses  
In NASA's forest... Bush spent $300 billion on Iraq not 700 new Shuttles 
In CNN's forest... Today's fiery car wrecks aren't heard in the news  
In CNN's forest... Oil terrorists are heard but not reported every hour 
In the MD's forest... burn victims are worth 10's of thousands $$$$  
In Americans forest... someone will burn in gasoline today  
In American forest... Everyday someone burns in gasoline  
In Bill Gates forest... he would never have been heard in his life 
If the electric windmill car was not suppressed in 1980 - really. 
In Bill Gates forest... he owes his fortune to all those burnt in gasoline 
In the High School teachers forest... Bill Gates is a mass murderer ! 
In Microsoft's forest... "Vista" needs to be rebooted and registered 
In Microsoft's forest... Programmers are made in India not the USA 
In Sony's forest... A PC could turn on like a TV if a new CEO gets this job  
In Sony's forest... 1,001 Invention Projects are drowned out by censors 
In the Department of Educations forest... A Free University System 
Would save the lives of more people than National Health Insurance 
In the Department of Educations forest... No supercomputers are heard 
In Florida Jeb Bush's forest... A+ is not for Students but Stock $ price 
In Bush's forest of ... no student left behind if you have $284 for WinXP Pro 
In Jay Lenos forest... Sound of flesh burning in gasoline is a Leno Joke 
In Jay Lenos Hollywood forest... Road Rage shootings are not curable 
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In Nancy Grace's forest... lawyers hear no invention passions inside 
In USA women lawyers forest... your husband is most likely to kill you 
In Julie Chen's CBS forest... taking a nuke for Taiwan is a loud Aye vote 
In NASA's forest... Bush spent $300 billion on Iraq not 700 new Shuttles 
In Gods forest... Atheists can't see Alpha Centauri but know nothings there 
In physics forest... Before the Big Bank is a serious sound 
In lightning's forest... NCAR can't invent a way to suppress it 
In the FBI's forest... Bush shredded all the burned out cop cars 
I would of put in front of FBI's Headquarters for a Oil Genocide Memorial 
In Denver's forest... Everyone in Vail hears what's going on  
In Vail's forest... Rich men run the show and burn kids in gasoline  
In ABC's forest... Gasoline prices are heard loud and clear  
In NBC's forest... Oil Money is heard burning Americans to death  
In CBS's forest... Our Police State is a forest of burnt out cop cars  
In Americans forest... Memorial of burnt out cops cars - for a Memorial 
In Bush's forest... Pictures of burnt faces from gasoline are off limits 
In After Bush forest... Gov. building will have pictures of burnt cops  
In George Orwell's forest... A burnt out cop cars is parked at City Hall  
In Denver's forest... Everyone in Vail hears the oil money ecstasy  
In Inventions forest... 1,001 Things You Can Invent CD is not heard  
In Sony's forest... 1,001 Invention Projects are drowned out by censors 
In Sony's forest... A PC could turn on like a TV if a new CEO gets this job  
In the Generals forest... Aliens are not heard in 10 Billion Galaxies  
In Vail's forest... Rich men run the show and burn kids in gasoline  
In Colorado's forest... they don't hear the screams of burning people 
In the MD's forest... burn victims are worth 10's of thousands $$$$ 
At the Yale Medical School forest... Electric Windmill Cars is not autopsied  
In Colorado's forest... Colorado Petroleum is heard at the Bank 
In England's forest... DNA of Henry VIII lives on in Queen Elizabeth 
In Moscow's forest... Moscow holds the world record for burnt out cop cars 
In Denver's City Hall forest... DC payoffs are heard and sort after 
In Americans forest... Cops and kids will scream in pain today  
In Americans forest... someone will burn in gasoline today  
In American forest... Everyday someone burns in gasoline  
In CNN's forest... Those who write the news don't hear screams  
In the forest... Screams from gasoline burning them to death  
In the forest... Screams of Texas Oil Men wanting more oil money  
In Americans forest.... The Electric Windmill Car is suppressed  
In the forest... Screams of Texas Oil Men wanting more oil money  
In CBS's forest... Oil Men's Money is more valuable than USA kids  
Yet NBC's forest... does dramatic stories on car seats for kids  
So in ABC's forest... only Oil Money is heard not your kids inventions  
In the Oceans forest... Oil drilling is heard on the national news  
In the Navy's forest... Admiral knows about the Electric Windmill Car  
In the Air Forces forest... Pilots don't hear those Napalmed in America  
In the Army's forest... no war games are heard conquering Oil $$$  
In the Marines forest... Honor - Oil Money runs the World's Honor 
In the forest fire... Rumsfeld's C5A is not heard dropping bombs  
In Times forest... Discovery of what makes time tick is not heard  
In Gravity forest... Greg getting gravity control is deafening to Generals  
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In the Futuristic Inventions forest... no perpetual motion machines tick  
In the Generals forest... Aliens are not heard in 10 Billion Galaxies  
In America’s forest... cops and kids will burn in gasoline 
In Boulder, Colorado's forest... all city employees are overpaid via oil $ 
In DC's forest... Oil $$$ money in the Trillions of Dollars sounds loudest 
In Realities forest... cops and kids are causalities of the oil war $ 
In Senators McCain's forest... POW's spit in Officers Jason burned face 
In Senators Kennedy's forest... he has been driving drunk since 1980 
In Senators Kennedy's forest... In his Electric Windmill Car killing women 
In CNN's forest... Oil Terrorist are heard but not reported every hour 
 
"In Americans Forest"  
Copyright © Greg Buell 2005  
24 July 2005 

Take along a gallon of water in your Electric Windmill car and you get Oxygen, and 
Hydrogen from free electrolysis. Take a canister of your free hydrogen made with 
your electric windmill car into your house and you will get free electricity and free 
fuel for your furnace and air conditioning. Xcel will be completely out of business - 
Our Public Service Co. ps Your electric windmill car will be climate controlled just 
like your home so no more "Hot" cars and kids dying from being left in a hot car in 
the summer time... MD's + Presidents have known about this spin off invention for the 
last 20 years and 100 kids a year have died in hot cars... Bush is sickening!

 

inventor84@att.net        

 inventor84@att.net        

Today --- CNN hears the screams of those burnt in fiery car wrecks

Today --- CNN can't report the screams of those burnt in fiery car wrecks

 

Today when cops and kids burn to death in fiery rear-ended car wrecks

Screams are heard on ABC NBC CBS CNN in our Orwellan Forest - only.

 

George Orwell created Big Brothers Texas Oil Genocide.

Senators McCain and Kennedy spit gasoline on the masses

then set it on fire in fiery car wrecks since 1980 killing and 
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burning 10's of thousands innocent cops and kids.

 

In our Texas Oil Men's forest not only are cops and kids burned

In gasoline every single day but other Perpetual Motion Machines

besides the Electric Windmill Car are suppressed from the University

Minds - 

 

Students don't know now is probable that there are 1,001 other

Perpetual Motion Machines in the Universe -- this is as much a crime

Against Humanity as burning cops and kids to death in gasoline for

More oil money $$$$$$$

 

Even the Nobel Prize was given to CU (Colorado University) professors

here in Boulder Colorado as a pay off to the University community

to go along with suppressing the Electric Windmill Car.

 

King of Sweden did a worst crime than those who pour gasoline over

the masses and set it on fire for more oil money - The King of Sweden's

crimes against humanity King gave 2 CU professors a Nobel Prize on orders

from Bush and Texas Oil men. Spitting on Nobel and all others who 

earned their Nobel Prize. King killed millions of students in their freshman

year at the University by going along with the suppression of the Electric

Windmill Car and its being 1 of 1.001 Perpetual Motions Machines in
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our Universe. The King of Sweden should be beheaded at the UN for this

crime against 5 Billion People who live on Earth.

 

Perpetual Motion Machines in the Universe - Real Kings !

 

                       "In Americans Forest"

                        Copyright © Greg Buell 2005 

 

In CNN's forest... Today's fiery car wreck aren't heard in the news 

In CNN's forest... Oil terrorists are heard but not reported every hour 

In Denver's forest... Everyone in Vail hears what's going on 

In Vail's forest... Rich men run the show and burn kids in gasoline 

In ABC's forest... Gasoline prices are heard loud and clear 

In NBC's forest... Oil Money is heard burning Americans to death 

In CBS's forest... Our Police State is a forest of burnt out cop cars 

In Americans forest... Memorial of burnt out cops cars are Orwellan 

In George Orwell's forest... A burnt out cop cars is parked at City Hall 

In Denver's forest... Everyone in Vail hears the oil money ecstasy 

In Inventions forest... 1,001 Things You Can Invent CD is not heard 

In Sony's forest... 1,001 Invention Projects are drowned out by censors 

In the Generals forest... Aliens are not heard in 10 Billion Galaxies 

In Vail's forest... Rich men run the show and burn kids in gasoline 

In Colorado's forest... they don't hear the screams of burning people 
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In Colorado's forest... Colorado Petroleum is heard at the Bank 

In Denver's City Hall forest... DC payoffs with oil genocide money are heard 

In Americans forest... Cops and kids will scream in pain today 

In Americans forest... someone will burn in gasoline today 

In American forest... Everyday someone burns in gasoline 

In CNN's forest... Those who write the news don't hear screams 

In the forest... Screams from gasoline burning them to death 

In the forest... Screams of Texas Oil Men wanting more oil money 

 In Americans forest.... The Electric Windmill Car is suppressed 

In the forest... Screams of Texas Oil Men wanting more oil money 

In CBS's forest... Oil Men's Money is more valuable than USA kids 

Yet NBC's forest... does dramatic stories on car seats for kids 

So in ABC's forest... only Oil Money is heard not your kids inventions 

In the Oceans forest... Oil is heard on the national news 

In the Navy's forest... Admiral knows about the Electric Windmill Car 

In the Air Forces forest... Pilots don't hear those Napalmed in America 

In the Army's forest... no war games are heard conquering Oil $$$ 

In the Marines forest... Honor is heard as Oil Money run the World 

In the forest fire... Rumsfeld's C5A is not heard dropping bombs 

In Times forest... Discovery of what makes time tick is not heard 

In Gravity forest... Greg getting gravity control is deafening to Generals 

In the Futuristic Inventions forest... no perpetual motion machines tick 

In the Generals forest... Aliens are not heard in 10 Billion Galaxies 
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In America’s forest... cops and kids will burn in gasoline everyday 

In DC's forest... Top Brass pour gasoline over the masses 

In DC's forest... Only Oil $$$ money in the Trillions of Dollars sounds 

In Realities forest... cops and kids are causalities of the oil war $

In CNN's forest... Oil Terrorist are heard but not reported every hour

Take along a gallon of water in your Electric Windmill car and you get 
Oxygen, and Hydrogen from free electrolysis.

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Please send cash or check to 

Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306

Any donation will help, thanks

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

 

http://www.inventor-warp-speed.com/ 
  
inventor84@att.net 
  
Greg Buell PO Box 1113 Boulder CO 80306 
Phone  303 443 6270 

Hit Counter  

 

In CNN's forest... Today's fiery car wrecks aren't heard in the news 

In CNN's forest... Oil terrorists are heard but not reported every hour 

In Denver's forest... Everyone in Vail hears what's going on 

In Vail's forest... Rich men run the show and burn kids in gasoline 

In ABC's forest... Gasoline prices are heard loud and clear 
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In NBC's forest... Oil Money is heard burning Americans to death 

In CBS's forest... Our Police State is a forest of burnt out cop cars 

In Americans forest... Memorial of burnt out cops cars are Orwellan 

In Bush's forest... Pictures of burnt faces from gasoline are off limits 

In After Bush forest... Gov. building will have pictures of burnt cops 

In George Orwell's forest... A burnt out cop cars is parked at City Hall 

In Denver's forest... Everyone in Vail hears the oil money ecstasy 

In Inventions forest... 1,001 Things You Can Invent CD is not heard 

In Sony's forest... 1,001 Invention Projects are drowned out by censors 

In the Generals forest... Aliens are not heard in 10 Billion Galaxies 

In Vail's forest... Rich men run the show and burn kids in gasoline 

In Colorado's forest... they don't hear the screams of burning people 

In the MD's forest... burn victims are worth 10's of thousands $$$$ 

In Colorado's forest... Colorado Petroleum is heard at the Bank 

In Denver's City Hall forest... DC payoffs are heard and sort after 

In Americans forest... Cops and kids will scream in pain today 

In Americans forest... someone will burn in gasoline today 

In American forest... Everyday someone burns in gasoline 

In CNN's forest... Those who write the news don't hear screams 

In the forest... Screams from gasoline burning them to death 

In the forest... Screams of Texas Oil Men wanting more oil money 

 In American’s forest.... The Electric Windmill Car is suppressed 

In the forest... Screams of Texas Oil Men wanting more oil money 
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In CBS's forest... Oil Men's Money is more valuable than USA kids 

Yet NBC's forest... does dramatic stories on car seats for kids 

So in ABC's forest... only Oil Money is heard not your kids inventions 

In the Oceans forest... Oil drilling is heard on the national news 

In the Navy's forest... Admiral knows about the Electric Windmill Car 

In the Air Forces forest... Pilots don't hear those Napalmed in America 

In the Army's forest... no war games are heard conquering Oil $$$ 

In the Marines forest... Honor is heard as Oil Money runs the World 

In the forest fire... Rumsfeld's C5A is not heard dropping bombs 

In Times forest... Discovery of what makes time tick is not heard 

In Gravity forest... Greg getting gravity control is deafening to Generals 

In the Futuristic Inventions forest... no perpetual motion machines tick 

In the Generals forest... Aliens are not heard in 10 Billion Galaxies 

In America’s forest... cops and kids will burn in gasoline everyday 

In Boulder, Colorado's forest... all city employees are overpaid via oil $ 

In DC's forest... Top Brass pour gasoline over the masses 

In DC's forest... Oil $$$ money in the Trillions of Dollars sounds loudest 

In Realities forest... cops and kids are causalities of the oil war $ 

In Senators McCain's forest... POW's spit in Officers Jason burned face 

In Senators Kennedy's forest... he has been driving drunk since 1980 

In Senators Kennedy's forest... In his Electric Windmill Car killing women 

In CNN's forest... Oil Terrorist are heard but not reported every hour 
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